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We need OCEAN ENTREPRENEURs right now !!
Today there are great opportunities in the OCEAN sector because
 We have access to advanced Marine Technology developed and
proven in the offshore oil and gas sector
 Aquaculture is a booming business that can afford to think radically
new
 Rapid development of digitalization and Internet of Things (ioT)
can be transferred to the OCEAN sector
OECD predicts ocean-based industries will outperform the growth of the global
economy as a whole over the coming decade, doubling in value by 2030.
“Particularly strong growth is expected in marine aquaculture, offshore wind
energy, fish processing, and shipbuilding ”
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What went wrong in the first «Ocean Mining Race» ?
 The new mining business operated in a legal
vacuum:
 US companies laid caims on underwater
mining rights: Henry Kissinger submitted the
first Mining license
 National companies competed head-on to
capture the business and technology The UN discussed new rules to protect the
interests of land-based mining countries
 The international regulations on deep sea
mining were finally contained in the United
Nations Conventions on the Law of the
Sea from 1973 to 1982, which came into force
in 1994.
 The convention set finally up the International
Seabed Authority
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Everyone looked towards Howard Hughes: The pioneer who
really pushed fast ahead
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The Bombshell : Hughes Ocean Mining was a secret CIA
operation
Project Azorian was in reality a CIA project to recover the
sunken Soviet nuclear submarine K-129 floor, The recovery
operation commenced covertly with the supposed commercial
purpose of mining the sea floor for manganese nodules under the cover of Howard Hughes
Project Azorian was one of the most
complex, expensive, and secretive
intelligence operations of the Cold
War at a cost of about $800 million
($4 billion in 2017 dollars).
The CIA’s deep-sea mining cover story was credible to the public because the ocean floors
are in fact covered with great mineral wealth. People might have thought it characteristically
eccentric of Howard Hughes to build an unusual ship to seek out these submerged treasures,
but no one would have doubted the immense wealth in play. Polymetallic nodules hold 6
billion tons of manganese, many times more than all the deposits on land.
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Where do we want to go now ?
Today, ocean space is a growth opportunity for maritime. A growth culture requires
innovation, ability to see new opportunities and a passion to evolve.
Start-ups can provide solutions by combining different types of technology .We need to
learn from the past and combine fostering start-ups with the existing corporate delivery
competence and financing strength.
We have to draw on the R&D support programs in each country and the EU (Horizon
2020, SME Financing) and extend them beyond the “prototype level”
To really capture this opportunity in a responsible way, we need to cooperate and create
clusters and a support structure that can help both established players and start ups to
show that new technology works.
What would help is a new integrated funding scheme between the private investors,
corporations, ventures and risk investors, and governments
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Inspire Invest focuses on the environmental
challenges, such as Zero Emission and Plastics
The new major
challenges are
• Climate Change and
• the plastic impact on
the oceans and the
marine food chain.

"the 'new gobal gold rush' of deep sea
mining shares many features with past
resource scrambles – including a general
disregard for environmental and social
impacts” Harvard Environmental Law
Review in April 2018

We are exploring and
looking for solutions
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Our recent initiatives / investments : ZEM - deliver
complete ZERO EMISISON Maritime Solutions
•

Environm

We develop and install battery
solutions for cruise and tourist ships,
and for support vessels for offshore
/wind installations.
Lifeboats: ZEM developed with
NORSAFE the world’s first batterypowered lifeboat
ZEM is also building battery solutions
for aquaculture service vessels
...and for smaller ferries and
canalboats

What do we need to do right now ?
1. Create Partnerships across disciplines
 NCE Maritime CleanTech represents one of the
world’s most complete maritime commercial hubs.
The cluster participants use their Norwegian
maritime expertise as a springboard for
developing new energy-efficient and
environmental friendly technologies.
 Sustainable Autonomous Mobility Systems
(SAMS) is a new cluster that adds digital and
autonomous technology to the marine sector

•
•
•
•
•
•

Kongsberg Innovasjon AS,
Kongsberg Maritime
Semcon Devotek AS,
SensoNor AS
ITS Norway
Inspire Invest
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2. Create better opportunities for Start-ups
We need models that encourage ENTREPRENEURSHIP / START-UPS
 Startup Wharf is the first accelerator specific to the Maritime sector. It focuses on Shipping,
Ports, Maritime Services and Marine to create a Maritime Innovation Ecosystem and harness
the benefits of innovation and radical new break-through technologies.

 By involving NGO’s like BELLONA and ZERO as partners to add the environmental and
climate priority and engage young entepreneurs
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3. We need shared risk financing
to attract the financial investors and to define a new role
for the ”public investor”
 In EARLY STAGE and new technology financing:
 Co-investment with private investor
Multilevel “Result-based Return”
funds
where Government

downside risk

investment

takes higher

 In MEZZANINE/Expansion Phase:

 Low-Interest risk loans to SMEs
 Technology introduction subsidies and public sector
trial models
 Political / country risk coverage if we want to involve
emerging economies

 In COMMERCIALIZATION Phase

Seed Capital:

 Loan guarantees so that SMEs can export
 Market development grants and loans
 Public Sector guidelines to implement new
technology to grow new markets

value



Government body provides credibility and tax deduction
incentives to reduce risk

Mezzanine
Expansion
Capital:
Risk of
Technology

Growth and
PE Capital:
Risk of market
Risk of the
busines
concept and
management

Let’s launch a new integrated funding scheme where
the private investors, corporations, ventures and risk
investors, and local governments / The European
Union and the European Investment Bank partner to
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create a flexible long-term financing
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Realising the opportunities
the oceans offer us –
in a responsible way
Willums@inspireinvest.com
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